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Abstract

   This document describes the technical requirements and the related
   reference model for the intercommunication and coordination among
   devices in Autonomic Slicing Networking.  The goal is to
   define how the various elements in a network slicing context work and
   orchestrate together, to describe their interfaces and relations.
   While the document is written as generally as possible, the initial
   solutions are limited to the chartered scope of the WG.
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   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
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   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on May 17, 2017.
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   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
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   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   The document "Autonomic Networking - Definitions and Design Goals"
   [RFC7575] explains the fundamental concepts behind Autonomic
   Networking, and defines the relevant terms in this space, as well as
   a high level reference model.  This document defines this reference
   model with more detail, to allow for functional and protocol
   specifications to be developed in an architecturally consistent, non-
   overlapping manner.  While the document is written as generally as
   possible, the initial solutions are limited to the chartered scope of
   the WG.

   Most networks will run with some autonomic functions for the full
   networks or for a group of nodes [RFC7576] or for a group of slice
   networks while the rest of the network is traditionally managed.

   The goal of this document is to focus on the autonomic slicing
   networking.  [RFC7575] is focusing on fully or partially autonomic
   nodes or networks.

   The proposed revised ANIMA reference model allows for this hybrid
   approach across all such capabilities.

   This is a living document and will evolve with the technical
   solutions developed in the ANIMA WG.  Sections marked with (*) do not
   represent current charter items.

   While this document must give a long term architectural view, not all
   functions will be standardized at the same time.

2.  The Network Slicing Overall View

2.1.  Context

   Network Slicing is end-to-end concept covering the radio and non-
   radio networks inclusive of access, core and edge / enterprise
   networks.  It enables the concurrent deployment of multiple logical,
   self-contained and independent shared or partitioned networks on a
   common infrastructure platform.

   Network Slicing (NS) refers to the managed partitions of physical and/or
   virtual network resources, network physical/virtual and service functions
   [RFC7665] that can act as an independent instance of a connectivity network
   and/or as a network cloud. Network resources include connectivity, compute,
   and storage resources.

   From a business point of view, a slice includes combination of all relevant
   network resources / functions / assets required to fulfill a specific
   business case or service, including OSS, BSS and DevOpsprocesses.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7575
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7576
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7575
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7665


   From the network infrastructure point of view, slicing instances
   require the partitioning and assignment of a set of resources that
   can be used in an isolated, disjunctive or non- disjunctive manner.
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   Examples of physical or virtual resources to be shared or partitioned
   would include: bandwidth on a network link, forwarding tables in a
   network element (switch, router), processing capacity of servers,
   processing capacity of network or network clouds elements [SLICING].
   As such slice instances would contain:

      (i) a combination/group of the above resources which can act as a
      network,

      (ii) appropriate resource abstractions,

      (iii) capability exposure of abstract resources towards service and
      management clients that are needed for the operation of slices

      The capability exposure creates an abstraction of physical network
      devices that would provide information and information models allowing
      operators to manipulate the network resources. By utilizing open
      programmable network interfaces, it would enable access to control layer
      by customer interfaces and applications.

      The establishment of slices is both business-driven (i.e. slices are
      in support for different types and service characteristics and
      business cases) and technology-driven as slice is a grouping of
      physical or virtual) resources (network, compute, storage) which can
      act as a sub network and/or a cloud.  A slice can accommodate service
      components and network functions (physical or virtual) in all network
      segments: access, core and edge / enterprise networks.

      A complete slice is composed of not only various network functions
      which are based on virtual machines at C-RAN and C-Core, but also
      transport network resources which can be assigned to the slice at
      radio access/transport network.  Different future businesses require
      different throughput, delay and mobility, and some businesses need
      very high throughput or/and low delay.

2.2.  High Level Requirements

   Slice creation: management plane create virtual or physical network
   functions and connects them as appropriate and instantiate them in
   the slice, which is a subnetworks.

   The instance of slice management then takes over the management and
   operations of all the (virtualised) network functions and network
   programmability functions assigned to the slice, and (re-)configure
   them as appropriate to provide the end-to-end service.

   A complete slice is composed of not only various network functions
   which are based on virtual machines at C-RAN and C-Core, but also
   transport network resources which can be assigned to the slice at
   radio access/transport network.  Different future businesses require



   different throughput, delay and mobility, and some businesses need
   very high throughput or/and low delay.  Transport network shall
   provide QoS isolation, flexible network operation and management, and
   improve network utilization among different business.
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   QoS Isolation: Although traditional VPN technology can provide
   physical network resource isolation across multiple network segments,
   it is deemed far less capable of supporting QoS hard isolation, Which
   means QoS isolation on forwarding plane requires better coordination
   with management plane.

   Independent Management Plane: Like above, network isolation is not
   sufficient, a flexible and more importantly a management plane per
   instance is required to operate on a slice independently and
   autonomously within the constraints of resources allocated to the
   slice.

   Another flexibility requirement is that an operator can deploy their
   new business application or a service in network slice with low cost
   and high speed, and ensure that it does not affect existing of
   business applications adversely.

   Programmability: Operator not only can slice a common physical
   infrastructure into different logical networks to meet all kinds of
   new business requirements, but also can use SDN based technology to
   improve the overall network utilization.  By providing a flexible
   programmable interface; the 3rd party can develop and deploy new
   network business rapidly.  Further, if a network slicing can run with
   its own slice controller, this network slicing will get more granular
   control capability [I-D.ietf-anima-autonomic-control-plane] to retrieve
   slice status, and issuing slicing flow table, statistics fetch etc.

   Life cycle self-management: It includes creation, operations, re-
   configuration, composition, decomposition, deletion of slices.  It
   would be performed automatically, without human intervention and
   based on a governance configurable model of the operators.  As such
   protocols for slice set-up /operations /(de)composition / deletion
   must also work completely automatically.  Self-management (i.e. self-
   configuration, self-composition, self-monitoring, self-optimisation,
   self-elasticity) is carried as part of the slice protocol
   characterization.

   Extensibility: Since the Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure is
   a relatively new concept, it is likely that changes in the way of
   operation will happen over time.  As such new networking functions
   will be introduced later, which allow changes to the way the slices
   operate.

   Transport network shall provide QoS isolation, flexible network
   operation and management, and improve network utilization among
   different business.
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   The flexibility behind the slice concept needs to address QoS
   guarantee on the transport network and enable network openness.

   Other considerations and requirements: TBD.

2.3.  Key Terms and Definitions

   A number of slice definitions were used in the last 10 years in
   distributed and federated testbed research [GENI], future internet
   research [ChinaCom09] and more recently in the context of 5G research
   [NGMN], [ONF], [IMT2020], [NGS-3GPP].A unified Slice definition usable
   in the context of Autonomic Networking consist of 4 components:

   o  Service Instance component,

   o  Network Slice Instance component,

   o  Resources component and

   o  Slice Element Manager component

   The Service Instance component represents the end-user service or
   business services which are to be supported.  It is an instance of an
   end-user service or a business service that is realized within or by
   a Network Slice.  Each service is represented by a Service Instance.
   Services and service instances would be provided by the network
   operator or by 3rd parties.

   A Network Slice Instance component is represented by a set of network
   functions, and resources to run these network functions, forming a
   complete instantiated logical network to meet certain network
   characteristics required by the Service Instance(s).  It provides the
   network characteristics which are required by a Service Instance.  A
   Network Slice Instance may also be shared across multiple Service
   Instances provided by the network operator.  The Network Slice
   Instance may be composed by none, one or more Sub-network Instances,
   which may be shared by another Network Slice Instance.

   The ability to partition of network resources and functions would be
   beneficial to Network and Service providers. It would improve the
   efficiency of network resource & functions and provides a mechanism
   and an approach for Network and Service Providers to offer resource
   flexibility for services.

   Slice Element Manager (SEM) is installed for each control domain.
   Control domain is defined according to geographic location and control
   functions. Each SEM converts requirements from orchestrator into virtual
   resources and manages virtual resources of a slice. SEM also exchanges
   information of virtual resources with other slice element managers via



   a dedicated resource interface. SEM provides also capability exposure
   facilities by allowing 3rd parties to access / use via APIs information
   regarding services provided by the slice (e.g. connectivity information,
   QoS, mobility, autonomicity, etc.) and to dynamically customize the network
   characteristics for different diverse use cases (e.g. ultra-low latency,
   ultra- reliability, value-added services forenterprises, etc.) within the
   limits set of functions by the operator.
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   It includes a description of the structure (and contained components) and
   configuration of the slice instance. Physical Element Manager (PEM) is
   installed for each control domain. Control domain is defined according to
   geographic location and control functions. PEM exchanges information of
   virtual resource with SEM via virtual resource interface and interconverts
   between virtual resource and physical resource. The PEM orders physical
   functions (ex. switches) to allocate physical resource via physical
   resource interface.

   Logical resource - An independently manageable partition of a
   physical resource, which inherits the same characteristics as the
   physical resource and whose capability is bound to the capability of
   the physical resource.  It is dedicated to a Network Function or
   shared between a set of Network Functions.

   Virtual resource - An abstraction of a physical or logical resource,
   which may have different characteristics from that resource, and
   whose capability may not be bound to the capability of that resource.

   Network Function - It refers to processing functions in a network.
   This includes but is not limited to telecom nodes functionality, as
   well as switching functions e.g. switching function, IP routing
   functions.

   Virtual Network Function - One or more virtual machines running
   different software and processes on top of high-volume servers,
   switches and storage, or cloud computing infrastructure, and capable
   of implementing network functions traditionally implemented via
   custom hardware appliances and middleboxes (e.g. router, NAT,
   firewall, load balancer, etc.).

3.  Autonomic Slice Networking

   This section describes the various elements in a network with
   autonomic functions, and how these entities work together, on a high
   level.  Subsequent sections explain the detailed inside view for each
   of the autonomic network elements, as well as the network functions
   (or interfaces) between those elements.

   One expected autonomic Slice Networking function is the capability and
   resource Usability for a slice. Applications or services requiring
   information of available slice capabilities and resources are satisfied
   by abstracted resource view and control. Usability of capabilities and
   resources can be enabled either by resource publishing or by discovery.
   In the latter case, the service performs resource collection directly
   from the provider of the slice by using discovery mechanisms to get total
   information about the available resources to be consumed. In the former,
   the network provider exposes available resources to services (e.g., through
   a resource catalog) reducing the amount of detail of the underlying network.



   Figure 1 shows the high level view of an Autonomic Slice Networking.
   It consists of a number of autonomic nodes resources, which interact
   directly with each other.  Those autonomic nodes resources provide a
   common set of capabilities across a network slice, called the
   "Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure" (ASNI).  The ASNI
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   provides functions like naming, addressing, negotiation, synchronization,
   discovery and messaging.

   Autonomic network functions typically span several slices in the
   network.  The atomic entities of an autonomic function are called the
   "Autonomic Service Agents" (ASA), which are instantiated on slices.
     +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
     :            :      Autonomic Slice Function 1   :             :
     : SSA 1      :      SSA 1      :      SSA 1      :      SSA 1  :
     +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
                  :                 :                 :
                  :   +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +  :
                  :   : Autonomic Slice Function 2 :  :
                  :   :  ASC 2      :      ASC 2   :  :
                  :   +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +  :
                  :                 :                 :
     +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
     :           Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure         :
     +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
     +                                                             +
     +             + -----------------------------------+          +
     +             | Autonomic Inter-Slice Orchestration|          +
     +             +------------------------------------+          +
     +          |              |                        |          +
     +----------+       +-----------+                   +----------+
     |Slice 1   |       |Slice 2    |                   | Slice N  |
     |  SEM     |-------|  SEM      |------  ...   ---- |  SEM     |
     | |        |       |           |                   |
     +----------+       +-----------+                   +----------+
           |                  |                              |
     +-------------------------------------------------------------+
     |                                                             |
     |    PEC1              PEC2                          PECm     |
     |     |   ...           |          ...                |       |
     |                                                              |
     |  Resources / Network Functions / ANI     |
     |                                                             |
     +-------------------------------------------------------------+
          |            |                  |                    |
     +--------+   :  +--------+   :  +--------+   :       +--------+
     | Node 1 |------| Node 2 |------| Node 3 |----...----| Node n |
     +--------+   :  +--------+   :  +--------+   :       +--------+

   Figure 1: High level view of Autonomic Slice Networking

   In a horizontal view, autonomic functions span across the network, as
   well as the Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure.  In a vertical
   view, a slice always implements the ASNI, plus it may have one or
   several Autonomic Service Agents as part of slice capability



   exposure. The Autonomic Networking Infrastructure (ASNI) therefore is the
   foundation for autonomic functions.  The current charter of the ANIMA
   WG includes the specification of the ASNI, using a few autonomic
   functions as use cases.  ASNI would represent a customized and an
   approach [I-D.ietf-anima-reference-model]for implementing a general
   purposed ASI .
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   Additionally, at least 2 autonomous functions are envisioned -
   Autonomous Slice control (ASC) and Slice Service agent (SSA).  These
   are explained in sections below.

4.  Autonomic Inter-Slice Orchestration

   This section describes an autonomic orchestration and its functionality.

   Orchestration refers to the system functions that

   * automated and autonomically  co-ordination of network functions  in slices

   * autonomically coordinate the slices lifecycle and all the components that
   are part of the slice (i.e.  Service Instances, Network Slice Instances, 
Resources,
   Capabilities exposure) to ensure an optimized allocation of the necessary 
resources
   across the network.

   * coordinate a number of interrelated resources, often distributed across a 
number of
   subordinate domains, and to assure transactional integrity as part of the 
process
  [TETT1].

   * autonomically control of slice life cycle management, including 
concatenation of
   slices in each segment of the infrastructure including the data pane, the 
control
   plane, and the management plane.

  * autonomically coordinate and trigger of slice elasticity and placement of
   logical resources in slices.

  * coordinates and (re)-configure logical resources in the slice by taking 
over
   the control of all the virtualized network functions assigned to the slice.

   It is also the continuing process of allocating resources to satisfy
   contending demands in an optimal manner [TETT2].  The idea of optimal would
   include at least prioritized SLA commitments [SERMODEL],and factors such as
   customer endpoint location, geographic or topological proximity,
   delay, aggregate or fine-grained load, monetary cost, fate- sharing
   or affinity.  The word continuing incorporates recognition that the
   environment and the service demands constantly change over the course
   of time, so that orchestration is a continuous, multi-dimensional
   optimization feedback loop [I-D.strassner-anima-control-loops].

   It protects the infrastructure from instabilities and side effects



   due to the presence of many slice components running in parallel.  It
   ensures the proper triggering sequence of slice functionality and
   their stable operation.  It defines conditions/constraints under
   which service components will be activated, taking into account
   operator service and network requirements (inclusive of optimize the
   use of the available network & compute resources and avoid situations
   that can lead to sub-par performance and even unstable and
   oscillatory behaviors.
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5. Resource Reservation / Release Messages flow

  Inter Slice        Slice Element        Physical Element              
Physical
Orchestrator            Manager                   Manager               
Function

    |                      |                      |                        |
    | GRASP Discovery      | GRASP Discovery      | GRASP Discovery        |
    |   -Response          |     -Response        |       -Response        |
    |  <-------------->    | <--------------->    | <--------------->      |
    |                      |                      |                        |
    |                      |                      |                        |
    | GRASP Request        |                      |                        |
    |Slicing Objective     |                      |                        |
    | ---------------->    |  GRASP Request       |                        |
    |                      | Slicing Objective    |                        |
    |                      | -------------->      |    GRASP Request       |
    |                      |                      | Slicing Objective      |
    |                      |      GRASP           | -------------->        |
    |                      |    Confirm-Waiting   |                        |
    |                      | <---------------     |                        |
    |                      |                      |    GRASP Negotiation   |
    |                      |                      |(Single/Multiple Rounds)|
    | GRASP                |                      | <--------------->      |
    | Confirm-Waiting      |                      |                        |
    |<-----------------    |                      |                        |
    |                      |  GRASP Negotiation   |                        |
    |                      |Single/Multiple Rounds|                        |
    |GRASP Negotiation     |  <--------------->   |                        |
    |Single/Multiple Rounds|                      |                        |
    |<---------------->    |                      |                        |

The above message sequence figure shows the message flows of the interactions 
between Inter-Slice Orchestrator, Slice Element Manager, Physical Element 
Manager and Physical Network functions.

6.  The Autonomic Network Slicing Element

  This section describes an autonomic slice network element and its
   internal architecture.  The reference model explained in the document
   "Autonomic Networking - Definitions and Design Goals" [RFC7575] shows
   the sources of information that an autonomic service agent can
   leverage: Self-knowledge, network knowledge (through discovery),
   Intent [I-D.du-anima-an-intent], and feedback loops.  Fundamentally,
   there are two levels inside an autonomic node: the level of

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7575


   Autonomic Service Agents, and the level of the Autonomic Slice
   Networking  Infrastructure, with the former using the services of
   the latter.

   Figure 2 illustrates this concept.
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+------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                                                            |
      | +-----------+        +------------+        +------------+  |
      | | Autonomic |        | Autonomic  |        | Autonomic  |  |
      | | Service   |        | Service    |        | Service    |  |
      | | Agent 1   |        | Agent 2    |        | Agent 3    |  |
      | +-----------+        +------------+        +------------+  |
      |       ^                   ^                     ^          |
      |  - - -| - - API level - - | - - - - - - - - - - |- - - - - |
      |       V                   V                     V         |
      |------------------------------------------------------------|
      | Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure                  |
      |    - Service characteristics (ultra-low latency,           |
      |      ultra-reliability, etc)                               |
      |    - Autonomic Control Plane functions                     |
      |    - Autonomic Management Plane functions                  |
      |    - Self-x functions and related control loops elements   |
      |    - Autonomic Slice Addressing                            |
      |      Discovery, negotiation and synchronisation functions  |
      |    - Intent distribution                                   |
      |    - Aggregated reporting and feedback loops               |
      |    - Routing                                               |
      |    - Security mechanisms                                   |
      |------------------------------------------------------------|
      |             Basic Operating System Functions               |
      +------------------------------------------------------------+

   Figure 2: Model of an autonomic element

   The Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure (lower part of
   Figure 2) contains slice specific data structures, for example trust
   information about itself and its peers, as well as a generic set of
   functions, independent of a particular usage.  This infrastructure
   should be generic, and support a variety of Autonomic Service Agents
   (upper part of Figure 2).  The Autonomic Control Plane is the summary
   of all interactions of the Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure
   with other services.

   The use cases of "Autonomics" such as self-management, self-optimisation,
   etc, are implemented as Autonomic Service Agents.  They
   use the services and data structures of the underlying autonomic
   networking infrastructure.  The Autonomic Slice Networking
   Infrastructure should itself be self-managing.

   The "Basic Operating System Functions" include the "normal OS",
   including the network stack, security functions, etc.  Autonomic
   Network Slicing Element is a composition of autonomic slice service
   agents and autonomic slice control.  Autonomic slice service agents



   obtain specific network resources and provide self-managing and self-
   controlling functions.  An autonomic slice control is a higher-level
   autonomic function that takes the role of life-cycle management of a
   or many slice instances.  There can be many slice control functions
   based on different types or attributes of slice.
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7.  The Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure

   The Autonomic Networking Infrastructure provides a layer of common
   functionality across an Autonomic Network.  It comprises "must
   implement" functions and services, as well as extensions.  The
   Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure (ASNI) resides on top of an
   abstraction layer of resource, network function and network
   infrastructure as shown in figure 1.  The document assumes
   abstraction layer enables different autonomous service agents to
   communicate with the underlying disaggregated and distributed network
   infrastructure, which itself maybe an autonomous networking (AN)
   domain or combination of multiple AN domain.  The goal of ASNI is to
   provide autonomic life-cycle management of network slices.

7.1.  Signaling Between Autonomic Slice Element Managers

   The basic network capabilities are autonomically or through
   traditional techniques are learnt by slice agents.  This depends on
   the fact that physical infrastructure is an autonomic network or not.
   The GASP extensions signaling   [I-D.liu-anima-grasp-distribution]
   [I-D.liu-anima-grasp-api] [I-D.ietf-anima-grasp] may be used to

GRASP Use Case Requirements:

   * Discovery of SEMs - a process by which an one SEM discovers peers 
according to a
   specific discovery objective. The discovered SEMs peers may later be used as
   negotiation counterparts or as sources of other coordination activities.

   * Negotiation between SEMs - a process by which two SEMs interact to agree 
on slice
    logical resource settings that best satisfy the objectives of both SEMs.

   * Synchronization between SEMs - a process by which Orchestrator and SEMs 
interact to
   receive the current state of capability exposure values used at a given time 
in other
   SEM. This is a special case of negotiation in which information is sent but 
the SEM
   or Orchestrator do not request their peers to change configuration settings.

   * Self configuration of SEMs - a process by which Orchestrator and SEMs 
interact to
   receive the current state of capability exposure values used at a given time 
in other
   SEM. This is a special case of synchronization in which information is sent 
and the
   SEM is requesting their peers to change configuration settings.

GASP Extensions Use Case Requirements:



   * Self optimization of SEMs - a process by which Orchestrator and SEMs 
interact to
   receive the current state of capability exposure values used at a given time 
in other
   SEMs. This is a special case of configuration in which information is sent 
and the SEM
   is requesting their peers to change logical resource settings in a slice 
based on an
   optimisation criteria.
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   * Mediation for slice resources - a process by which two SEMs interact to 
agree to
   logically move resources between slices that best satisfy the objectives of 
both SEMs
   triggering of slice  elasticity and placement of logical resources in 
slices. This is a
   special case of negotiation in which information is sent Orchestrator do 
request SEMs to
   change logical resource configuration settings.

   * Triggering and governing of elasticity ?a process for autonomic scaling 
intent
   configuration  mechanism and resources on the slice level; it allows rapid 
provisioning,
   automatic scaling out,  or in, of resources. Scale in/out criteria might be 
used for network
   autonomics in order the controller to react to a certain set of variations 
in monitored slices.

   * Providing on-demand a self-service network slicing. Optionally, SSA 
capabilities are more
   interesting to slice control autonomic functions for slice creation and 
install.
   The slice control must have the independent intelligence to process and 
filter capabilities
   to meet a network slice specification and have low level resources allocated 
for a slice
   through SSAs.

7.2.  The Autonomic Control Plane

   TBD.
7.3.  Naming & Addressing

   A slice can be instantiated on demand, represents a logical network
   and therefore, must be assigned a unique identifier.  A Slice Service
   Agent (SSA) may support functions of a single or multiple slices and
   communicate with each other, using the addressing of the Autonomic or
   traditional (non-autonomic) Networking Infrastructure reside on.  An

SSA complies with ACP addressing mechanisms and in a domain, i.e., As
   part of the enrolment process the registrar assigns a number to the
   device, which is unique for slicing registrar and in ASNI domain.

7.4.  Discovery

   Slices themselves are not discovered but are instantiated through
   slice control autonomic function.  However, both slice service agents
   and slice control functions must be discovered.  Even though



   autonomic control plane will support discovery of all the SSAs and
   slice control, it may not be necessary.

7.5.  Routing

   Autonomic network slicing follows single routing protocol as
   described in [I-D.ietf-anima-autonomic-control-plane].

7.6.  Intent

   TBD.
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8.  Security and Trust Infrastructure

   An Autonomic Slice Network is self-protecting.  All protocols are
   secure by default, without the requirement for the administrator to
   explicitly configure security.

   TBD.
8.1.  Public Key Infrastructure

   An autonomic domain uses a PKI model.  The root of trust is a
   certification authority (CA).  A registrar acts as a registration
   authority (RA).

   A minimum implementation of an autonomic domain contains one CA, one
   Registrar, and network elements.

8.2.  Domain Certificate

   TBD.
9.  Cross-Domain Functionality

   TBD.

10.  Autonomic Service Agents (ASA)

   This section describes how autonomic services run on top of the
   Autonomic Slice Networking Infrastructure.  There are at least two
   different types of autonomic functions are known:

   1.  Slice Service Agents are low level functions that learn
       capabilities of underlying infrastructure in terms of interfaces
       and available resources.  They coordinate with Slice control to
       associate these resources with specific slice instances in effect
       performing full life cycle management of these resources.

   2.  Slice Control Autonomic Function: Slice control is responsible
       for high-level life-cycle management of a slice itself.  This
       function will hold slice instances and their attributes related
       data structures in autonomic network slice infrastructure.  As an
       example, a slice is defined for high bandwidth, highly secure
       transactional application.  A slice control must be capable of
       negotiating resources required across different SSAs.

   Out of scope are details of the mechanisms how the information is
   represented and exchanged between the two autonomic functions.

11.  Management and Programmability

   This section describes how an Autonomic Network is managed, and
   programmed.



11.1.  How a Slice Network Is Managed

   Slice autonomic  management is driven by Slice Element Managers, there are
   five categories operation:
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1.     Creating a network slice: Receive a network slice resource
       description request, upon successful negotiation with SSA
       allocate resource for it.

   2.  Shrink/Expand slice network: Dynamically alter resource
       requirements for a running slice network according service load.

   3.  (Re-)Configure slice network: The slice management user deploys a
       user level service into the slice.  The slice control takes over
       the control of all the virtualized network functions and network
       programmability functions assigned to the slice, and
       (re-)configure them as appropriate to provide the end-to-end
       service.

5.  Self-X slice operation: namely self-configuration, self-composition,
   self-monitoring, self-optimisation, self-elasticity would be carried out
   as part of new slice protocols.

11.2.  Intent

   TBD.

11.3.  Control Loops

   TBD.

11.4.  APIs

   The API model of for autonomic slicing semantically, is grouped into
   the following APIs to be defined.

11.4.1.  Slice Control APIs

   1.  Create a slice network on user request.  The request includes
       resource description.  A unique identify a slice network, group
       all the resource.

   2.  Destroy a slice network identified by it's id.

   3.  Query a slice network slicing state by it's uuid.

   4.  Modify a slice network.

11.4.2.  Service Agent - Device APIs

   A service agent will interface with the physical infrastructure
   either through an autonomic network or traditional infrastructure.
   Depending upon which a device can either have autonomic or non-
   autonomic addressing.
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 Service agents are required to perform life
   cycle management of network elements participating in a network slice
   and the following APIs are needed for addition, removal or update of
   a specific device.  A device may be a logical or physical network
   element.  Optionally, it may be a network function.

11.4.3.  Service Agent - Port APIs

   A port may be a physical or logical network port in a slice depending
   upon whether underlying infrastructure is an autonomic or traditional
   network.  Service agents must be able to control the operational
   state of these ports.  APIs are needed for addition, removal, update
   and operational state retrieval of a specific port.

11.4.4.  Service Agent - Link APIs

   A link connects two or more ports of devices described in above
   section.  Service agents must be able to control the operational and
   connection status of these links through APIs for addition, removal,
   update and state retrieval for each link.

11.5.  Relationship with MANO

   Please refer to [MANO] for MANO introduction.

   TBD.

12.  Security Considerations

12.1.  Threat Analysis

   TBD.

12.2.  Security Mechanisms

   TBD.

13.  IANA Considerations

   This document requests no action by IANA.
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